
KIOSK 2.0 The Kiosk 2.0 is an automatic electronic payment 
terminal designed to simplify transactions and 
equipped with an interface that provides users 
information regarding their trip. Installable 
directly on the lane, it allows cashless 
transactions. Comprising two distinctive parts - a 
technical compartment and a front mask made of 
stainless steel AISI 316 - the Kiosk 2.0 is designed 
to ensure convenience and durability in various 
environmental conditions. It can be easily used by 
both motorists and heavy vehicle drivers, 
providing quick and easy access even in case of 
support requests.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

It consists of an upper and a lower level.
Each level consists of: 
o Panel PC with integrated touch monitor
o Intervention request button
o Magnetic ticket and title reader
o NFC POS 
o Receipt printer
In the central part is located the VOIP 
module, speakers and microphones that
enables dialogue with a remote operator for 
assistance.
In the lower part are located the photocells
for vehicle presence detection.

FRONTAL MASK

TECHNICAL COMPARTMENT

It also consists of two levels: upper and lower. 
Inside, positioned on pull-out rails, are 
allocated the trays for collecting uncollected
receipts, tickets and titles collected or expired. 
In the compartment are also allocated the 
service lamp, the heater, the thermostat, and a 
small ladder to allow the maintenance
technician to easily access to all devices.
On the side facade are located the Electrical
Control Panel and the Electrical Panel for 
connections to and from the field.

Two separate power lines:
o One from GE mains at 230 Vac
o One from 230 Vac G.S.C. mains, protected

by UPS.
Weight: 300 kg 
Dimensions: 800x610x2475 mm

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS
The following are supplied upon request:
o Pedestal
o Modular elevations to adapt the Kiosk to 

different heights of the runway island.
o Threaded bars to attach the Kiosk to the 

bottom plates when the elevations are 
used.

ACCESSORIES

INSTALLATION
Installation is street-facing. Fastening is done
by the bottom plate with concrete plugs or 
special bottom pull plate (upon request).

KIOSK 2.0 is a product of the Movyon Electronics offer line created by Movyon Electronics Srl, a company subject to the 
direction and coordination of Movyon Spa.
www.movyonelectronics.com – www.movyon.com


